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damaged. In Hanzhong, 87,764 houses need
to be repaired and rebuild, among them,
2,811 houses are for urban families and
84,953 houses for rural families.
2. Public facilities such as schools, hospitals and others were destroyed. In Hanzhong, 1,336 schools (over 60 percent) were
directly affected by the earthquake. Some
1,319 school rooms collapsed and 33,474
rooms became dangerous to use. The direct
economic loss is about US$90.7 million. In
Lueyang and Ningqiang counties, over 95
percent of schools were damaged.
There were 614 medical institutes affected during the earthquake, among them, 2
hospitals at city-level, 44 at county-level and
166 at township-level. The direct economic
loss is about US$24 million.
The economic loss of tourism and cultural facilities is about US$31.9 million.
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Relief supplies are being flown to the area,
as homeless residents try to keep warm.

T

he destructive earthquake in Sichuan on May 12 also hit Hanzhong
with a magnitude of 6 on the
Richter scale.
There are three main features of the
earthquake’s impact: First, it happened so
suddenly that people did not have any protection; secondly, the continuation of aftershocks: Till the end of May, 190 aftershocks
above 4 magnitude hit the area of Wenchuan, Sichuan and Ningqiang, Hanzhong,
Shaanxi, among them, 30 were measured
above 5, and five measured above 6. In
Guangping, Qingmuchuan, and Zhongba
villages of Ningqiang County, Hanzhong
(bordering Qingchuan County, Sichuan),
30 aftershocks above 1.1 happened. The
biggest aftershock in Ningqiang was 5.7
magnitudes at 16:37 on May 27; thirdly, the
loss caused by earthquake was massive and
damage was very serious: In 11 counties and
districts of Hanzhong, 233 townships and
2,745 villages and communities were affected, among which 5 counties and districts
(Lueyang, Ningqiang, Mianxian, Nanzheng
and Hantai District), 28 townships and
208 villages were seriously affected, and
Lueyang and Ningqiang were the hardest
hit places. The earthquake caused a total of
47 deaths and 1,599 wounded in Hanzhong,
and 1.635 million people were evacuated,
among them, 535,300 were transferred and
settled in safe places. The direct economic
loss is about US$1 billion.
Here are some details of the damages
caused:
1. Urban and rural residential houses
were seriously damaged. The homes most
affected were adobe houses, mud-wood
style houses, brick-wood style houses in
countryside. Through May, 17,004 houses
collapsed and 72,166 houses were seriously
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hina’s economic growth has
moderated to a more sustainable
pace. In line with slower global
growth, activity decelerated so
far in 2008. Adjusted for price rises, growth
of real exports and imports has decelerated
but remains robust. Sharply higher import
prices are inflating import values, bringing
down China’s trade surplus, even as the
contribution of net trade to growth remains
positive. The growth moderation in part
reflects less buoyant investment, but China’s
domestic economy is holding up well.
Headline inflation is receding even as
non-food price pressures emerge. The food
price increases are starting to fade out of
the consumer price data. Some spill over is
taking place of the higher food prices into
wages and some other prices, while new
impact from recent industrial commodity
and oil price hikes is in the pipeline. Nonetheless, generalized spillover to consumer
prices has remained limited and headline
consumer price inflation should recede
gradually. These price developments take
place as record balance of payment surpluses complicate monetary policy, but
growth of monetary aggregates remains
under control.
Amidst weaker and uncertain global
prospects, China’s growth will be supported
by strong international competitiveness and
a robust domestic economy. Global growth

is on course to slow further and commodity price driven inflation has become a
complicating factor everywhere. These
developments imply considerably more
international uncertainty and risks. Nonetheless, China’s exports will continue to be
supported by China’s strong international
competitiveness. Domestically, while the
human tragedy caused by the earth quake
has been tremendous, the macroeconomic
impact is likely to be modest. We expect
China’s GDP growth to moderate to a solid
9.8 percent in 2008 (the upward revision
to our forecast largely reflects revised
GDP data showing stronger service sector
growth).
On current growth forecasts, there is
no need to ease the overall macroeconomic
stance, although global uncertainty calls
for vigilance and flexibility. In the case of
a more serious slowdown than currently
envisaged a fiscal easing would be well
suited, but macroeconomic management
demands good coordination between fiscal
and monetary policy. Containing the spill
over of raw material price pressures and
inflation expectations requires relatively
tight monetary policy. China’s current macroeconomic situation calls for continuing
with strengthening the (trade weighted)
effective exchange rate. Bringing prices of
Overview continues on Page 2
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announcements

Publisher’s Pronouncements

Happy Summer! Being the eternal optimist, by the time you read this, hopefully summer will have
arrived (especially since we really didn’t get much of a spring).
As is our policy, so that our staff can take a break and get reenergized, we have combined the July
and August editions of ChinaInsight into one issue and will resume our regular monthly schedule in
September.
By now, the sad reality of the recent earthquake in China has been absorbed and the task of recovery
is underway and we wish to thank all that have made donations to the various earthquake fundraising
activities that have been held by the local Chinese community. Also, special thanks to the individuals
that help organize these events. Additional comments about these organizers and a few of their events
will be found elsewhere in the paper. Unfortunately, we cannot acknowledge all of the fundraising activities but they are appreciated as are those that have been arranged by many American businesses.
The need for earthquake relief will continue and it is hoped that you will be able to contribute financially or in any other way you can.
As you make your plans for summer activities, please note that the Dragon Festival will be held on
July 12-13 at Phalen Park in St. Paul. Additional details can be found on the back page of the paper.
Also, the Beijing Olympics will begin on August 8, 2008, and we have prepared a special section on
pages 5-12 to assist you in following the games and hope that you will find this useful.
The staff of ChinaInsight wishes you a great summer, thanks you for your support and looks forward
to connecting with you again in September.
Sincerely,
Gregory J. Hugh
Gregory J. Hugh
Publisher
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Overview from Page 1
fuel closer to levels that reflect the scarcity
of energy is important for rebalancing and
to reduce distortions.
Reducing China’s very large external
surpluses remains a key policy challenge.
The current account surplus is still responsible for the majority of the external surplus. Reducing it requires a set of structural
policies to rebalance the overall pattern
of growth, a key government objective
on which progress seems to be limited so
far. Speculative inflows seem to have increased recently. If policymakers consider
such inflows to be a large problem they can
be discouraged by tightening controls on
capital inflows and policies that effectively
change exchange rate expectations.
Editor’s Note: To read the full report, go
to www.chinainsight.info or
www.worldbank.org.
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Eugene Sit, who founded Sit Investments Associates Inc. and built it into the
10th largest asset-management firm in Minnesota, recently died of pancreatic cancer.
He was 69 years old.
Sit, who emigrated from China as a child
in 1948, founded the company that bears his
name in 1981.
Sit also was an active philanthropist. In
2005, he launched the Minnesotans’ Military
Appreciation Fund, which provides grants
to active servicemen and women who have
served in Iraq or Afghanistan. He also was
on the board or served as trustee for many
businesses and organizations. 

Thank you for reading

ChinaInsight

ChinaInsight welcomes guest articles and
mail for the Letters to the Editor column.
Correspondence should be addressed
to:
Editor, ChinaInsight
6520 South Bay Drive
Minnetrista, MN 55331
Tel: 952-472-4757
Fax: 952 472-6665
articles@chinainsight.info
Letters to the Editor become the property
of ChinaInsight and may be edited for
length and published. Articles will not be
published without the express consent of
the author.

Copyright 2008 ChinaInsight, Inc. All
Rights Reserved.
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Commentary on earthquake
fundraising
By Greg Hugh, Publisher, China Insight
Less than two months ago a devastating
earthquake struck the province of Sichuan
in China and immediately the local Chinese
community began fundraising to aid in the
relief efforts. The fundraising included
some of the activities covered in China Insight. Since there were so many events held
by different organizations, businesses and
individuals, not all events could be included
in the paper. This tragic event instilled a
sense of national unity among the Chinese
community yet created a bit of friction as
to how the funds would be earmarked for
relief efforts.
The earthquake took the lives of over
80,000 people, many of them children, and
caused much destruction which still continues with aftershocks and possible flooding.
The rebuilding will continue for years.
The fundraising efforts of individual
organizations or businesses should not be

undermined just because it does not meet
a different goal that is preferred by others.
There is, and will continue to be, the need for
all kinds of fundraising such as for immediate relief, housing, rebuilding of schools
and other infrastructure. Individuals must
decide to which of these areas they wish
to contribute, and support it accordingly.
Being critical of a specific fundraising goal
simply causes dissension and will impair
the effort.
The enthusiastic response to fundraising
is admirable and the community needs to
work together on a common goal. If there
is a specific objective you feel is not being
met, then by all means make that a goal
you wish to support and get affiliated with
an organization that shares your goal or set
up a fundraising organization that will be
focused on that goal. Arguing the merits
of one cause over another is counterpro-

ductive. Instead, the energy that is spent
on such disagreements can be redirected to
constructive efforts to fundraising for different purposes with the common goal of
helping earthquake victims.
Because of the present economic situation and other worthwhile causes, it is
already difficult to do fundraising, so to
ensure successful earthquake fundraising,
the local Chinese community needs to be
respectful of and professional about the
efforts of others or pursue their own objectives separately.
It should also be noted that many
American companies with many Chinese
employees or a presence in China, have
been very generous and have raised quite
a bit of money and are doing so without
criticism and the Chinese community should
likewise be able to conduct themselves accordingly. 

Advertisers

Your potential customers are reading
ChinaInsight. Shouldn’t you be bringing
them in the door with an ad?

Acknowledgements Piano concert
benefits China
earthquake region
Dear Friends,

Following the earthquake in Sichuan,
every Chinese person felt shock, pain, and
sadness. We weep for what this tragedy has
brought to our motherland, even if we are in
a foreign land far away from the earthquake.
The earthquake left us sleepless. We are
saddened. We are in disbelief. We mourn
for the loss of life.
We are glad to see so many Chinese
people in Minnesota lend their loving hands
by making donations. What we have given
to our motherland goes beyond the monetary
value—we give our hearts and our love
as her children away from home. Facing
the tragedy, all Chinese lives are relevant.
Nobody remains a distant on-looker. We
all participate in the relief effort, one way
or another.
Merely a month after the quake, more
than 40 Chinese organizations and 400+
families, as well as many American friends
in Minnesota have contributed more than
$90,908.20 (as of June 15) to CAAM/China
Earthquake Relief Fund that dedicates for

Quake from Page 1
Some key protected cultural relics such as
Zhang Liang’s Temple, the Temple for the
God of River were destroyed or seriously
damaged.
Government offices were damaged
(12202) and destroyed (452). In Lueyang,
Nanzheng and Yangxian Counties, the impact is most serious and the governments
have to rent houses or set up tents as their
office to work.
3. The earthquake had a serious impact
over transportation and communication infrastructure. In Hanzhong, 1,206 miles of
road and 166 bridges were destroyed with a
total economic loss of US$33.1 million.
There were 40 bridges, 4 tunnels and 34
culverts on national and provincial roads
destroyed. 91 local roads were affected, 110
bridges and 180 culverts were damaged. The
base of the Second Hanjiang River Bridge
was damaged and cracks appeared on the
Jialing River Bridge in Lueyang County.
The communication system suffered a
loss of US$4.6 million and 156 telecom-

the school reconstruction, with more on
the way.
We applaud this cooperation and thank
you for your participation! We also hope that
we will all cherish friendship and solidarity,
and work together toward a better future for
the Chinese community here.
Below is a partial list of the organizations, families and individuals who have
made donations. Since collecting donations
is an on-going process, we will update you
soon with a more comprehensive list. If any
donor’s name is missing in the list or any
donor who does not want his/her name to be
published, please contact Vincent Mar: 952953-6026, e-mail: vm118@hotmail.com
China Earthquake Relief/School Reconstruction Fund
Editor’s Note: The preceding note was
issued by the China Earthquake Relief
School Reconstruction Fund Committee.
It contained a list of donors which can be
viewed at www.caam.org or www.chinainsight.info.
munication service stations were broken in
Hanzhong.
4. Water conservancy and power facility
were seriously affected. The total loss in
this area is US$39.2 million. The number of
dangerous reservoir increased from original
38 to 57. Of those, several reservoirs in
Nanzheng County, Chenggu County and
Mianxian County were seriously damaged
and are threatening 408,400 people’s life
and property in the lower drainage area and
affect the irrigation of 254,700 mu. In the
downtown area of Hanzhong and 9 counties,
397 water supply projects were damaged at
different degrees, which affect the normal
water supply for 290,000 inhabitants. More
than 50 electricity supply lines were damaged and 14 transformer substations were
damaged as well.
5. The recent earthquake caused landslide in many places. Originally, there were
about 1428 places at risk of geographical disaster in Hanzhong. During the earthquake,
geographical structures in those places had

Pianists take a bow
After hearing about the devastation
wrought by the tragic earthquake in China’s
Sichuan province, Twin Cities high school
students Melody Hu and Nick Qiu decided
to host a benefit concert to support the
relief and reconstruction efforts, following the success of their benefit concert to
support impoverished students in China
last spring.
Hu, a recent high school graduate, and
Qiu, a senior this coming fall, quickly pulled
together a stellar group of young pianists
from all around the Twin Cities ranging
from young prodigies to high school seniors
planning to pursue music professionally.
The performers include winners and finalists
of prestigious local, state, and regional contests such as MTNA Yamaha and Baldwin
Awards, the Minnesota International Piano
e-competition, the Thursday Musical and
Schubert Club Young Artist Scholarship
Competition, the Minnetonka Symphony
changed, causing landslides in 570 places
with a total sliding amount of 739,400 cu
meters, and created 180 new places at risk.
The direct economic loss is about US$19.1
million. Among those places, the situation
in Ningqiang County and Lueyang County
are the worst, especially the big crack on
Fenghuang Mountain which threatens the
downtown area of Yueyang.
6. It is a heavy blow to industry and
agriculture in Hanzhong. There were 885
companies affected by the earthquake with
a total loss of US$79.1 million. Electricity supply in Ningqiang County, Lueyang

Orchestra and the La Crosse Symphony Orchestra Rising Stars Concerto Competition,
the MMTF Mozart Concerto Competition,
the SPPTA Concerto Competition, the Minnesota Idol Competition and many other
competitions.
The concert took place on Sunday, June
1 at 6:30 p.m. at St. Anthony Park Lutheran
Church (2323 Como Ave, St. Paul). Hu
introduced the concert, and showed video
clips about the earthquake in China. A volunteer from Minnesota Chinese Earthquake
Relief organizations thanked all participants
and donors, then introduced the school reconstruction project organized by CAAM,
the Minneapolis Foundation and other local
Chinese organizations, plus other donation
channels such as the Red Cross.
The introductions were followed by the
outstanding performances by the group of
accomplished young pianists. The performers included: Andy Xue, Reed Tetzloff,
Vivian Hou, Roy Zhao, Nicolas Qiu, Lynn
Wang, Lillie Gardner, Kenny Broberg, and
Adam Birdsall. Another performer, Sulamita Yang, could not attend due to other
commitments.
There were around 100 people in attendance and over US$1,300 was raised. All
proceeds went towards earthquake relief
and/or reconstruction. 
County and Mianxian County was broken
and forced companies in those counties being suspended. It caused a great reduction
of local revenue.
In the field of agriculture, 9,108 livestock barns collasped and 23,170 were
damaged. There were many deaths of
livestock, damages of agricultural facilities
and grains, which brought a direct loss of
US$17.2 million.
In downtown Hanzhong City, hotels,
restaurants, shopping centers and super
Quake continues on Page 4
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Chinese
orgnizations raise
US$29,000 to aid
earthquake relief

SEEMS LIKE A PRETTY SILLY WAY

TO SPEND A WEEKEND.
The magnitude of the earthquake that
leveled the Sichuan province of China was
not only felt in the country, but also reverberated across the world that has compelled
millions to help in the relief efforts.
On June 15, 2008, local Chinese American organizations hosted a China earthquake
relief concert to help raise money for the rescue efforts. Hundreds of Minnesotans convened at North Heights Lutheran Church,
wearing green ribbons on their clothes to
honor those who were affected by the 7.9
scale earthquake.
The concert’s organizer, Dingming
Yu, is originally from Sichuan province
and assisting relief efforts has become
his personal mission. Yu organized about
45 various Chinese organizations that all
came together to help execute the event
and provide performances. Performances
included cultural dances, choruses by adults
and children, poem readings and story tell-

A weekend Twins game is more than
just baseball.

ing. The night ended with a song from the
adult chorus to uplift the spirit and convey
a message of unity.
At the end of the night, the event successfully raised more than US$29,000 from
donations given by private contributors, and
local businesses and organizations.
In support of the event and relief efforts, State Representative Erik Paulsen,
Congresswoman Betty McCullum and a
representative on behalf of Amy Klobuchar
visited the benefit concert briefly to say a
few words to those in attendance.
To date, roughly 80,000 casualties and
more than 365,000 injuries have been reported. Five million have lost their homes
and are in need of basic supplies.
Donations can be made to organizations
such as the Chinese American Association
of Minnesota, Chinese Social Services Center, the American Red Cross and others. 

It’s an opportunity to spend quality time with your
kids. Sharing a bag of cotton candy. Getting
autographs. Catching foul balls. Pouring gallons of
ketchup on your hot dog. Running the bases after
the game. These are the little things that make a
Twins game so much fun. So don’t waste another
weekend. Bring your kids to the ballpark.
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SUNDAYS
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presented by
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autographs and Kemps
Ice Cream pregame on
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after the game
* Up to two kids age 14 and
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Not available 5/11, 6/1 & 6/29
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markets were suspended temperately, which
caused estimated US$1.5 million reduction
of business turnover. It is also a heavy blow
to the tourism industry since it happened at
the beginning of best season for tourism. Everyday, the number of visitors in Hanzhong
has shrunk around 30, 000, which caused an
estimated loss about US$1.1 million.
The situation has drawn great concern
from central communist party committee,
the central government, the provincial government and the people all over China and
our sister cities abroad. President Hu Jintao,
Vice President Xi Jingping, Zhao Leji,
Party Secretary of Shaanxi CCPC, Yuan
Chunqing, Governer of Shaanxi and many
ministers from central government paid
official visits to Hanzhong. They visited
victims in the disaster affected area and gave
their help to the people of Hanzhong. We
also received letters from our sister cities:
Turnhout, Belgium and Iztmo, Japan, and
other cities like Auburn City, Australia. All

those letters bring great concern and support
to the people of Hanzhong.
At the same time, Hanzhong Government has been doing its best to protect
its people, to help people to overcome
the difficulties and to minimize the loss
from earthquake. Now, the government of
Hanzhong is helping people to resume the
normal path of life and work, and to rebuild
their homes. We are convinced, with the help
from others and joint efforts of ourselves,
Hanzhong will recover from this disaster in
the near future. 
Editor’s note: This report was forwarded
from Mary Warpeha, President of the USChina Peoples’ Friendship Association,
Minnesota Chapter. Wang Juan was the tour
guide for the group Warpeha led to China in
September 2007 as part of the celebration
of the 25th anniversary of the ShaanxiMinnesota Sister City partnership.
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Olympic Venues

Facts about China: Beijing Olympic
Game Facts and Figures

T
1. National Stadium
2. National Aquatics Center
3. National Indoor Stadium
4. Beijing Shooting Range Hall
5. Beijing Olympic Basketball Gymnasium
6. Laoshan Velodrome
7. Shunyi Olympic Rowing-Canoeing
Park
8. China Agricultural University Gymnasium
9. Peking University Gymnasium
10. Beijing Science and Technology University Gymnasium
11. Beijing University of Technology
Gymnasium
12. Beijing Olympic Green Tennis Court
13. Olympic Sports Center Stadium
14. Olympic Sports Center Gymnasium
15. Beijing Workers’ Stadium
16. Beijing Workers’ Gymnasium
17. Capital Indoor Stadium
18. Fengtai Sports Center Softball Field
19. Yingdong Natatorium of National
Olympic Sports Center
20. Laoshan Mountain Bike Course
21. Beijing Shooting Range CTF
22. Beijing Institute of Technology Gymnasium
23. Beijing University of Aeronautics &
Astronautics Gymnasium
24. Fencing Hall of National Convention

Center
25. Beijing Olympic Green Hockey
Stadium
26. Beijing Olympic Green Archery Field
27. Beijing Wukesong Sports Center
Baseball Field
28. Chaoyang Park Beach Volleyball
Ground
29. Laoshan Bicycle Moto Cross (BMX)
Venue
30. Triathlon Venue
31. Road Cycling Course
Other Venues
City of Qingdao
Qingdao Olympic Sailing Center
Hong Kong
Hong Kong Olympic Equestrian Venue
(Shatin)
Tianjin
Tianjin Olympic Center Stadium
Shanghai
Shanghai Stadium
Shenyang
Shenyang Olympic Stadium
Qinhuangdao, Hebei Province
Qinhuangdao Olympic Sports Center
Stadium
*1-12 are new venues in Beijing; 13-23
are existing venues; 24-31 are temporary
venues

Aquatics Center

wo hundred and eighty billion
yuan will be used to build 13 major
Olympic stadiums; 12 vertical traffic network of routs like Beijing-Chengde
express way; morecity railways; and more
subway. Also to be built is an Olympic Forest Park of 867 hectares with 200 hectare
dragon-shaped lake area; 50 hectares of the
Museum of Chinese Nation; 405 hectares of
exhibition center and the Olympic Village.
Around the 12-square meter central area
of Olympic Games there will be 8 newlyfashioned tourism & leisure hotel; 3 golf
courses, 5 luxury hotels, 8 shopping plaza,
4 food street, and 10 major shopping malls.
All of them are sure to upgrade the Olympic
Garden area to the most convenient and high
class living community.
Among the 13 major Olympic stadiums
scattered in the central area, there are 5
newly-built permanent stadiums: National
Stadiums, National Gymnasium, National

Swimming Center, National Tennis Center.
3 re-built stadiums such as Olympic Central
Stadium, Olympic Central Gymnasium,
Yingdong Swimming Gymnasium. All the
sport amenities will be open to the public,
except 5 temporary gymnasiums. This area
will surely become the biggest sport facilities in Beijing.
Olympic Village is a place where the
Olympic athletes live. Beijing municipal
government invested 280 billion yuan in
the 18 hectare Olympic Village. This area
is designed so the athletes can enjoy the
best amenities the host city can offer them.
These amenities includes new parks, fresh
air, smooth traffic, and a comfortable living environment. All of these amenities
increases the real estate value of the surrounding area. According to the experts,
they estimate the real estate price in the area
will increase by 30%. 

“Birds Nest” stadium

olympic spirit
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The Olympic Emblem
Commitment

E

very emblem of the Olympics tells
a story. The Beijing 2008 Olympic
Games emblem “Chinese Seal,
Dancing Beijing” is filled with Beijing’s
hospitality and hopes, and carries the city’s
commitment to the world.

Milestone

“Dancing Beijing” is a milestone of the
Olympics. It serves as a classic chapter of
the Olympic epic inscribed by the spirit
of the Chinese nation, calligraphed by the
deeper import of the ancient civilization,
and molded by the character of Cathay’s
descendents. It is concise yet deep inside,
bringing forth the city’s gradual changes and
development. It appears dignified yet bears
a tune of romance, reflecting the nation’s
thoughts and emotions.
In the lead up to the Beijing 2008 Olympics, the emblem will attract more and more
people from around the world to Beijing and
China to join the great celebration with the
Chinese people.

“Dancing Beijing” is a Chinese Seal. It
is engraved with commitment made to the
Olympic Movement by a country that has
56 ethnic groups and a population of 1.3
billion. While witnessing the advocacy of
the Olympic Spirit by a nation with both
ancient civilization and modern culture, it
also unfolds a future-oriented city’s pursuit
of the Olympic Ideal.
It is a symbol of trust and an expression
of self confidence, standing for the solemn
yet sacred promise that Beijing - the host
city of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games has made to the world and to all mankind.
“Complete sincerity can affect even
metal and stone (literally meaning sincerity
smoothes the way to success).” The inception of our ancestors’ wisdom and the image
of a seal made of metal and stone allow the
emblem to present Chinese people’s respect
and honesty for the Olympics.
The moment we earnestly imprint the
emblem with the “Chinese seal”, Beijing
is about to show the world a grand picture
of “peace, friendship, and progress of
mankind” and to strike up the passionate
movement of “faster, higher, and stronger”
for mankind.

Image

“Dancing Beijing” serves as the city’s
foremost appearance. It is an image that
shows the eastern ways of thinking and
the nation’s lasting appeal embodied in the
Chinese characters. It is an expression that
conveys the unique cultural quality and
elegance of Chinese civilization.
With inspiration from the traditional
Chinese art form - calligraphic art, the char-

Beijing unveils
Olympic cheering
slogans and
routines

T

he Beijing Olympic Organizing
Committee has come up with a series
of slogans and cheering routines for
crowds at games’ venues, Beijing Times
reports.
An official with the Committee says the
simple chants and gestures are designed
to help spectators cheer for their favorite
sportsmen in a smooth, civilized manner.
These gestures include giving a double
thumbs-up, and waving both arms with
clenched fists. These actions are accompanied by several slogans.
The cheering routines – most of which
are made up of four steps - which will be
popularized among spectators in the weeks
leading up to the Olympics. Live broadcasts
before and during Olympic events will promote the use of these gestures. Volunteers
will also be on hand to direct the crowds

how to cheer.
The Beijing Olympic Organizing Committee has hired 30 cheering squads at
Olympic ventures to show spectators how
the gestures are done. The Ministry of
Education is also arranging special training
sessions in schools for the 800,000 students
who are expected to attend the games. 
Source: Xinhua/CRIENGLISH.com

Cheerleading team mascot “Dongdong”

acter “Jing” (the latter of the city’s name)
is developed into the form of a dancing human being, reflecting the ideal of a “New
Olympics”. The words “Beijing 2008”
also resembles the vivid shapes of Chinese
characters in handwriting, voicing in concise
strokes of the countless feelings Chinese
people possess towards the Olympics.
As people ponder on the rich connotations and charms of these Chinese characters, a “New Beijing” has thus been brought
forward.

Beauty

“Dancing Beijing” is a favorite color
of the Chinese people. The color “red” is
intensively used in the emblem, pushing the
passion up to a new level. It carries Chinese
people’s longing for luck and happiness and
their explanation of life.
Red is the color of the Sun and the Holy
Fire, representing life and a new beginning.
Red is mind at ease, symbol of vitality,
and China’s blessing and invitation to the
world.

Hero

“Dancing Beijing” calls upon heroes.
Olympic Games functions as the stage
where heroes are made known, miracles
created and glories earned, and where every
participant constitutes an indispensable part
of the occasion.
The powerful and dynamic design of
the emblem is a life poem written by all
participants with their passion, affections,
and enthusiasm. It is an oath every participant takes to contribute power and wisdom
to the Olympics.
The emblem cheers for arts and for the
Olympic heroes, who pass down the essence

of the Olympic Spirit, which well connects
sports and cultures.

Spirit

“Dancing Beijing” extends the totem
of the Chinese nation. The form of a running human being stands for the beauty and
magnificence of life. Its graceful curves are
like the body of a wriggling dragon, relating
the past and future of one same civilization;
they are like rivers, carrying the century-old
history and the nation’s pride; they are like
veins, pulsing with vitality of life.
The intrinsic values of sports -- athletecentered and people-oriented - are well
defined and upgraded in an artistic way in
“the dance of Beijing.” We sing if words fail
to explain it all, and we dance if the singing
does not explicitly tell the meaning.
Vigorous Beijing is looking forward to
the celebration in 2008 and the Olympics
wait all mankind to dance together.

Invitation

“Dancing Beijing” is a kind invitation.
The open arms in the emblem say that China
is opening its arms to welcome the rest of
the world to join the Olympics, a celebration of “peace, friendship and progress of
mankind.”
“Is it not a joy to have friends come from
afar?” The idiom portrays the feelings of
friendly and hospitable Chinese people and
expresses the sincerity of the city.
Come to Beijing, take a good look at
the historical heritages of China’s Capital
city, and feel the pulse of the country’s
modernization;
Come, share every piece of its joy, and
experience the vigor of the country;
Come, and let us together weave a
peaceful and wonderful dream. 
URL: http://en.beijing2008.cn/spirit/
beijing2008/graphic/n214070081.shtml
Copyright The Beijing Organizing
Committee for the Games of the XXIX
Olympiad

Fundamental
Principles of
Olympism
1. Olympism is a philosophy of life,
exalting and combining in a balanced
whole the qualities of body, will and mind.
Blending sport with culture and education,
Olympism seeks to create a way of life based
on the joy of effort, the educational value
of good example and respect for universal
fundamental ethical principles.
2. The goal of Olympism is to place sport
at the service of the harmonious development of man, with a view to promoting a
peaceful society concerned with the preservation of human dignity.
3. The Olympic Movement is the concerted, organized, universal and permanent
action, carried out under the supreme authority of the IOC, of all individuals and
entities who are inspired by the values of
Olympism. It covers the five continents. It
reaches its peak with the bringing together
of the world’s athletes at the great sports
festival, the Olympic Games. Its symbol is
five interlaced rings.

4. The practice of sport is a human right.
Every individual must have the possibility
of practicing sport, without discrimination of any kind and in the Olympic spirit,
which requires mutual understanding with
a spirit of friendship, solidarity and fair
play. The organization, administration and
management of sport must be controlled by
independent sports organizations.
5. Any form of discrimination with
regard to a country or a person on grounds
of race, religion, politics, gender or otherwise is incompatible with belonging to the
Olympic Movement.
6. Belonging to the Olympic Movement
requires compliance with the Olympic Charter and recognition by the IOC. 
Source: Olympic Charter
International Olympic Committee
http://www.olympic.org
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Olympic volunteers
from U.S. learn
Chinese calligraphy
in Beijing
“It’s just like drawing a picture,” Emily
Doolittle said as she was trying to write
Chinese characters at a calligraphy class
here on Tuesday.
Doolittle is one of the 24 students from
the University of Iowa in the United States,
who started their week-long orientation
course on Chinese culture, environment,
economy, media and ethnic minorities at
Tsinghua University as of Monday.
“I once took a Chinese calligraphy class
in my university two years ago. It was really hard to figure out how to write Chinese
characters,” Doolittle told Xinhua.
Gao Yuan, teacher of the calligraphy
class, started with the origin of the Chinese
characters, and then went on with the discovery of oracles.
Gao pointed out that the idea of the
Olympic emblem comes from the Xiaozhuan style and the seal, which the Chinese
people always use for signature.
“I ever learned the oracles of mouth
and water. It’s so cool! The shapes of the
characters look like what they are in reality,”
Doolittle said.
Following Gao, she put down time and
time again the Chinese characters of Beijing,
the Olympic Games as well as the University of Iowa of the United States.

Having known her Chinese name Du
Kaili means victory plus beauty, Doolittle
couldn’t be more exciting. She wrote down
her Chinese name, of which she also took
photos.
David McNace, who has learned Chinese for two semesters, got very proud of his
Chinese name Mai Dawei that was given by
his Chinese teacher in his university.
“We used to read names backwards,
so my name sounds like Weida (great in
Chinese),” McNace said to Doolittle, showing his pride. “You see, my name is full of
greatness.”
“I will hang it (his name) on my door
when I’m back,” McNace added after he
finished his Chinese name on the paper.
After taking the Chinese culture course,
they will join the other 268 overseas Olympic media volunteers in the training by
the Beijing Organizing Committee for the
Olympic Games (BOCOG) and serve media
operation during the Games.
They will work at the Main Press Center
or the International Broadcast Center or
with particular sports such as tennis and
wrestling.
According to the BOCOG, some 22,000
overseas Olympic volunteers will come to
China for the upcoming Games this year.

Source: Xinhua

Beijing Olympics will
Chinese president test
provide services in many
rides Beijing metro system languages
for Olympics
housands of volunteers will pro- tion. These cards will be available in 45

T

C

hinese President Hu Jintao rode the
Beijing metro system [June 25] to
test the capital’s transport preparations for the upcoming Olympic Games.
Wearing a white sleeved shirt, he stepped
onto a China Railways High-speed (CRH)
train that shuttles between the Beijing South
Railway Station and the neighboring Tianjin
Municipality.
“The high-speed trains have been a
milestone in the history of China’s railway
development,” he told rail officials and
stewards while on board. He stressed the
need to provide safe and fast service during
the August Games.
The inter-city shuttle will transport
Olympic spectators, athletes and other
passengers during the Games. Some football preliminary matches will be held in
Tianjin.
When arriving back to the Dongzhimen
metro terminal in the capital’s downtown,
Hu purchased a ticket from an automat
machine and test rode the new line to the
Beijing Capital International Airport.
“Beijing’s metro system has developed
quickly by extending its length and coverage. The system has made a great contribution to easing the traffic pressure.
“The metro’s administrators should
provide safe, comfortable and fast transportation for both the Olympic personnel
and ordinary citizens during the Games,

since visitors from home and abroad will
increase a lot.”
After the 20-minute ride, Hu reminded
waitresses serving in the main hall of the
newly-built terminal three at the airport
to keep in good order and provide decent
service, as the spectacular Norman Fosterdesigned structure was the “first gate of the
country” that most foreigners saw.
Hu told some foreign passengers waiting in the terminal that China would “open
its arms to welcome all the friends of the
world to come.”
He also inspected the main tower of the
airport which handled thousands of flights
daily and was delighted to know that parking
bays for aircraft had been increased from
164 to 314.
“All the transportation systems prepared
for the Games should do their last-minute
checks and secure safety and speed as the
host city promised to the world. The preparations should satisfy all visitors and benefit
local residents.” 
Source: Xinhua

vide services in up to 55 different
languages during the Olympic and
Paraolympic Games. The volunteers include
retired foreign language experts recruited by
the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games volunteer
program.
Attending fans will receive an information card along with their tickets, offering
them important reminders and informa-

languages.
Also, a call center that will primarily
serve non-Chinese athletes and tourists
during the Olympics will open in Chaoyang
District. Folks who dial 9602008 will be
able to access translation and information
services in nine languages. 
Source: Xinhua

Opening and closing
ceremonies kept secret
The opening and closing ceremonies of
the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing are
top secret. Director Zhang Yimou and assistant director Chen Weiya have promised
that the ceremonies will be spectacular, but
they are tight-lipped about the details.
Some 300 people are part of the creative
team putting the ceremonies together and
over 10,000 performers will bring the ceremonies to life.
Zhang has said that, in his view, the 200minute opening ceremony should highlight
the Olympic spirit as well as the 5,000 year
history of China mixed with modern elements.
“Like Beijing Olympics slogan One
World One Dream, the ceremony should

impress the world that the Chinese people
are open-minded,” he said.
Perhaps, some hints may lie in the Chinese presentation at the closing ceremonies
of the 2004 Summer Olympics in Athens,
Greece, but the world will have to wait
until August to determine if Zhang and
Chen can make the opening and closing
ceremonies of the 2008 Beijing Olympics
the best ever. 

olympics
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Chinese American
athletes headed to
Beijing
Badminton

Eva Lee
Born: August 7,
1986
Birthplace: Hong
Kong
Hometown: Orange, Calif.
Resides: Orange,
Calif.
Events: Singles, Doubles and Mixed
Doubles
Doubles Partners: Mesinee “May” Mangkalakiri and Howard Bach
Eva is currently attending University of
California – Irvine. The last time that Lee
competed in all three events -- the 2007 Pan
American Games in Rio de Janeiro -- she
won triple gold.

Gymnastics

Kevin Tan
Born: September
24, 1981
Home: Fremont,
CA
Kevin is of Chinese descent, and his
given name is Kai Wen. He was a six-time
all-American at Penn State, where he is
now assistant gymnastics coach. Stillrings is one of his best events.

Table Tennis

Chang Gao Jun
Born: January 25,
1969
Hometown: Boading, China
Resides: Gaithersburg, Md.
Events: Singles,
Doubles
Gao began playing table tennis at the
age of 6. She won an Olympic silver medal
in Barcelona, Spain in 1992 as a member
of the Chinese National Team. She has
been a member of the U.S. National team
since 1996.

Shooting

Sandra Fong
Born: April 15,
1990
Birthplace: New
York, New York
Hometown: New
York, New York
Events: Air Rifle, Three-Position Rifle
Sandra’s father is from Hong Kong.
He taught Sandra and her sisters to shoot
when they were young. She beat out older
sister Abigail for her spot on the Olympic
team and her younger sister Danielle will
compete at the Paraolympics in shooting.

Global athletes
chase Olympic
dream
By Fei Liena

BEIJING, June 20 (Xinhua) -- Olympic
gold medal isn’t for everyone, but excellence is.
Sporting superpower the United States
will send its biggest-ever delegation, of
2,000 members, to Beijing, and will compete
in 27 out of 28 sports in the Olympics.
As a dominant force in athletics and
swimming, the United States also holds
an advantage in gymnastics, wrestling,
women’s baseball and basketball.
“Dream Team” of NBA stars, which
includes Kobe Bryant, LeBron James and
Dwayne Wade, have set their sight on the
gold medal, vowing not to repeat the misery
of last Olympics, in which they finished
third.
Also seeking gold are women’s footballers from the Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea, who have posted impressive performances in recent years.
DPRK judoka Kye Sun-Hui, who finished third in Sydney and second in Athens,
hopes to move one notch up in Beijing.
“My ultimate goal is to win the gold
medal at the Beijing Olympics,” she said.
“A gold in Beijing is more precious than any
major titles I have won.”
Kenya, which finished second only to
the United States in the 2007 world athletics
championships by sweeping five golds, has
got up steam for the Beijing Games.

The Olympic-bound Kenyans are training in a “close-door” camp in western Kenya
which is inaccessible to reporters.
As sports lightweights, Cyprus and
Afghanistan are looking forward to ending
their Olympic gold drought.
Cyprus has made substantial progress
in shooting, track and field, tennis, sailing,
and swimming. Cyprus Olympic Committee president Kikis Lazarides said Cyprus’
dream is to halt a barren run in the Olympics.
The Philippines also wants to make
history.
Two-time Olympian Harry Tanamor is
the Philippines’ best bet in Beijing, according to Monico Puentevella, a vice president
of the Philippine Olympic Committee.
The Olympics is for unsung heroes
too.
The Finnish Olympic Committee has
decided to send 20 athletes to Beijing, although there is little hope for them to win
a medal.
With or without medal chance, the
Finnish athletes will be rooted for by their
compatriots in Beijing and back home.
A total of 10,000 Olympic tickets allocated to Finland have been snapped up.
The Finnish Olympic Committee is asking
its Chinese counterpart for more tickets. 
Source: Xinhua
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Chinese athletes
gear up in last 50
days
By Bai Xu
BEIJING, June 19 (Xinhua) -- With the
nation still in mourning over the deaths in
May’s earthquake, China’s athletes must
focus hard on their preparation as they enter
the final lap before the Beijing Games in
August.

Grim Situation

Many Chinese people had been looking
forward to seeing their athletes win many
gold medals in Beijing. That was before
Cuban Dayron Robles broke the world record of 110 meters hurdles, the discipline in
which China’s top medal hope and current
Olympic and world champion Liu Xiang
was penciled in by many as a banker for
gold.
Liu went to the United States in late
May to take part in two top-level races but
flopped in both, after a false start and a
hamstring twinge.
Another blow came on the gymnastics
floor, where China’s athletes bore great
hopes on their shoulders.
A new rule by the International Gymnastics Federation reduced the group competing
in team event from six members to five and
cancelled the privilege of all-round athletes
in participating in specific events, a move to
lessen the advantage of some teams.
“This is unfavorable to us,” said Zhang
Peiwen, head of the Chinese
gymnastics team, “it is easier
for more teams to form a fivemember team rather than one
with six ace players.”
In shooting, Xiao Haopeng,
head of the Chinese shooting
squad, saw the dramatic progress of foreign shooters after
three World Cups earlier this
year, especially those from Germany, Russia and France.
“Previously we thought that
we had an advantage in competing in finals, but now, the
advantage is gone,” he said.
Women’s 10-meter air rifle
is supposed to produce the first gold medal
of the Beijing Olympics, and Du Li, world
record holder and gold medalist at the
Athens Olympics, is preparing to defend
her title.
However, in the test event of Good Luck
Beijing ISSF World Cup, Du only picked
up a bronze in the event, surrendering the
gold to Czech markswoman Katerina Emmons, who equaled the world record with
504.9 points.

Intense Training

The Chinese shooting team has started
a 20-day training in Yantai of the eastern
Shandong Province.
“They have been relaxed since the end
of May, and didn’t even touch guns during
the period,” said Xiao Haopeng, the team
leader.
“Hopefully the new place could enhance
their interest in training and improve both
skills and form,” he said, noting that in
shooting, psychological condition sometimes could be more important.
The Chinese table tennis team has just

released the names of the Olympic team.
Ma Lin, Wang Hao and Wang Liqin will
play for the men’s team, while Guo Yue,
Zhang Yining and Wang Nan play for the
women’s.
Wang Nan and Wang Liqin, both gold
medalists at the Sydney Olympics, are not
in good shape at present, said Liu Guoliang,
head coach of the team.
The team [started] a 36-day training on
the [June 21], before a two-day warm-up
contest at the end of July, he added.
Liu Xiang is engaged in his final preparation.
“Everybody hopes Liu will win again.
That puts him under great pressure,” said
Feng Shuyong, head coach of the Chinese
track and field team.
“I will do my best and remain coolheaded,” said Liu Xiang.
“Yao Ming told me to treat the Olympic
Games as daily life and not to be nervous,”
he added.
Yao, the Houston Rockets center, missed
the remainder of the season after suffering
a broken left ankle at the beginning of this
year, [returned] in at the end of June to go
through training with the Chinese basketball
team.[…]
“What I need to practice now is moving
as I do in real competitions,” he said.

High Expectaions

Looking into the first Olympic Games
to be hosted in China, many people expect
the country to make a breakthrough and top
the gold medal list.
Table tennis, badminton, diving, shooting, weightlifting and gymnastics are six
major sports that are supposed to produce at
least three gold medals each. Thus Chinese
athletes are expected to reap some 37 to 45
gold in this Olympics.
However, the expectation was shadowed
by the “home disadvantage”, which imposes
more pressure on athletes.
Amid the pressure, many former Olympic champions were shut out of the sports
gala, including taekwondo gold medalist
Luo Wei, weightlifter Zhang Guozheng and
long-distance runner Xing Huina.
“We shouldn’t pay too much attention
to the gold medals,” said Deng Yaping, a
former table tennis player, who had bagged
four Olympic gold medals.
“What is more important lies behind the
medals -- courage and persistence. They are
the spirit of sports,” she said. 
Source: Xinhua
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Olympic basketball Aquatics, athletics
will feature Yao and and gymnastics
Lynx star Augustus
By Jennifer Nordin, Staff Writer

B

asketball fans around the world
will be watching the Olympic
Basketball Tournament closely.

Yao Ming

Houston Rockets’ star, Yao Ming, arguably China’s most well-known athlete in the
world, will be
competing for
China’s men’s
basketball
team. Yao
announced at
a press conference June 26 that his doctors indicated
he has recovered 80 percent from his foot
surgery in March and he is ready to join the
Chinese national team. China’s coach, Jonas
Kazlauskas, has put Yao on the roster.
At the press conference, attended by
over 300 journalists from around the world,
Yao also said, “The Olympics is the biggest
chance in my life. I’ll try to enjoy the whole
process. Important competitions are born
with tremendous pressure, and that is how a
great match identifies. There is big pressure
for the Olympics and there is also big glory.
They are not separated.”
Yao will face his fellow NBA stars
Carmelo Anthony (Denver Nuggets), Carlos
Boozer (Utah Jazz), Chris Bosch (Toronto
Raptors), Kobe Bryant (Los Angeles Lakers), Dwight Howard (Orlando Magic),
LeBron James (Cleveland Cavaliers), Jason
Kidd (Dallas Mavericks), Chris Paul (New
Orleans Hornets), Tayshaun Prince (Detroit
Pistons), Michael Redd (Milwaukee Bucks),
Dwayne Wade (Miami Heat) and Deron
Williams (Utah Jazz) when China plays its
Olympic opener against the United States
on Aug. 10.

Seimone Augustus

On May 31, Seimone Augustus, guard
for the Minnesota Lynx was one of nine
players named to the 2008 U.S. Women’s
Olympic Basketball Team. The roster, to
be completed by July 1, will include 3 more
players. She will be joined by fellow WNBA
stars Lisa
Leslie, threetime Olympic gold medalist, of the
Los Angeles
Sparks, twotime Olympic
gold medalist
Katie Smith
of the Detroit
Shock, 2004
Olympic gold medalists Sue Bird (Seattle
Storm), Diana Taurasi (Phoenix Mercury)
and Tina Thompson (Houston Comets), as
well as first-time Olympians Sylvia Fowles
(Chicago Sky), Candace Parker (Los Angeles Sparks) and Cappie Pondexter (Phoenix
Mercury).
“It is a privilege and an honor to be able
to represent the United States at the 2008
Summer Olympics in Beijing, China, in
August,” Augustus said. “This is a dream
come true for me and an opportunity that
I have been striving for since I first started

playing basketball.”
Augustus was the leading scorer for the
Minnesota Lynx in each of her first two
seasons in the WNBA. She was named the
league’s rookie of the year in 2006. She
was on the 2006 USA World Championship
Team that won the bronze medal. Augustus
was also key player on the U.S. team that
won the 2007 FIBA Americas Championship to qualify for the Olympics.
Qualifying for the Olympics
The international basketball federation,
FIBA, (Fédération Internationale de Basketball) determines which nations compete
in the Olympics. According to information
on the FIBA Web site (www.fiba.com), only
teams whose national federations are members of FIBA and whose National Olympic
Committees are affiliated with the International Olympic Committee can participate
in the Olympics.
The men’s and women’s teams of the
host country, China, are automatically given
one of 12 spots in the Olympic Basketball
Tournament. Other countries must qualify
to compete in the Olympics. Some countries
qualify through FIBA Zone Championships
and others through the FIBA Olympic Qualifying Tournament.
The 2006 FIBA World Champions,
Spain (men) and Australia (women) will
compete along with China and the following
FIBA Zone Champions:
African Champion: Angola (men) & Mali
(women)
Americas Champion: USA and runner-up
Argentina (men) & USA (women)
Asian Champion: Iran (men) & Korea
(women)
European Champion: Russia and runnerup Lithuania (men) & Russia (women)
Oceanian Champion: Australia (men) &
vice-champion New Zealand (women)
The final 5 women’s teams were determined June 9-15 in Madrid, Spain at the
2008 FIBA Olympic Qualifying Tournament
for Women. Those teams included Belarus,
Brazil, Czech Republic, Latvia and Spain.
The 2008 FIBA Olympic Qualifying Tournament for Men will take place July 14-20
in Athens, Greece. This will determine the
final 3 men’s teams that will compete in
Beijing.

Aquatics

Diving first appeared at the Olympics
in 1904. Men and women compete in 10meter platform and 3-meter springboard.
Synchronized diving was added in 2000 at
the Games in Sydney, Australia. There is
also synchronized 10-meter platform and
synchronized 3-meter springboard for men
and women.
Synchronized swimming was first held
in 1984 during the Olympics in Los Angeles.
It is one of the three disciplines that only
women compete in (along with rhythmic
gymnastics and softball). The athletes compete in duet and team competitions.
Men’s water polo was played during the
1900 Paris Olympics. It has been contested
at all Games since 1908. Women’s water
polo debuted in 2000 in Sydney.

Athletics

in 2000.
Road events include marathons and
race-walks of 10k (women), 20k (men) and
50k (men).
Combined events are when athletes
compete in a series of track and field events
over 2 days. Men compete in the decathlon and women compete in the heptathlon.
Heptathlon events are: 100 meter hurdles,
high jump, shot put and 200 meters on Day
1; long jump, javelin and 800 meters on Day
2. Decathlon events are: 100 meters, long
jump, shot put, high jump and 400 meters
on Day 1; 110 meter hurdles, discus, pole
vault, javelin, 1500 meters on Day 2.

Gymnastics

event, was also first contested in 1984. In the
individual event gymnasts perform different routines with four of the five apparatus,
rope, hoop, ball, clubs and ribbon. In the
team competition, teams of five perform
together once using clubs and once with two
using hoops and three using ribbons.
Trampoline became a gymnastics discipline Jan. 1, 1999 and first appeared at the
Sydney Games in 2000. Athletes perform
routines with various combinations of
twists, leaps and somersaults.
For more information about Olympic
sports, visit www.olympic.org, the official
Web site of the International Olympic Committee. 

Aquatics have been an Olympic sport
since the first modern games in 1896.
Aquatic disciplines include diving, swimming, synchronized swimming and water
polo.
Early swimming contests at the Olympics only included freestyle (crawl) and
breaststroke. Backstroke was added in
1904 and the butterfly stroke was added in
1956. Women’s swimming was first held
in 1912.
Freestyle race distances are 50, 100, 200,
400, 800 (women only), 1500 (men only),
10,000 meters. The butterfly, backstroke
and breaststroke races each cover 100 and
200 meters. All four strokes are used in the
200 meter and 400 meter individual medley
events.

Athletics, also known as Track & Field,
have been an Olympic sport since the first
modern games in 1896. Women’s athletics
events began in the 1928 Olympic Games.
Athletics consists of four types of events:
track events, field events, road events and
combined events.
Track events include sprints, middledistance and long-distance running as well
as hurdling, steeplechase and relays.
Field events include long jump, high
jump, triple jump, pole vault, shot put,
discus, javelin and hammer throw. Hammer throw and women’s pole vault began

System of Competition

Each group of 12 teams (men and
women) will be separated into Groups A &
B of 6 teams each. In the preliminary round,
each team will play the other 5 teams in their
group. The bottom 2 teams from Groups A
& B will be eliminated and the remaining
8 will move on to the quarterfinals. From
there, it will be direct elimination. The winners from the four quarterfinal games will
move to the semifinals. The two winners of
the semifinals will play for Gold (the loser
will get the Silver). The two losing teams of
the semifinals will play for Bronze.

Gymnastics has been an Olympic sport
since the first modern games in 1896. Women’s gymnastics began in 1928. Gymnastics
disciplines include artistic gymnastics,
rhythmic gymnastics and trampoline.
The artistic gymnastic events (performed
on an apparatus) for men are: floor exercises,
horizontal bar, parallel bars, pommel horse,
rings and vault. The artistic gymnastic
events for women are: balance beam, floor
exercises, uneven bars and vault. Both men
and women also have individual all-around
and team competitions.
Rhythmic gymnastics, a women only
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BOCOG issues
Web site created to
Legal Guidelines for aid travelers to
Foreigners
China

T

he Beijing Organizing Committee for
the Games of the XXIX Olympiad
(BOCOG) issued Legal Guidelines
for Foreigners Entering, Exiting and Staying in China during the Olympics on June
2. The guidelines were “compiled in accordance with existing laws and regulations
as a reference for foreign athletes, officials,
journalists, and others to understand and
abide by Chinese laws and regulations.”

The eight categories addressed are:

(I.) Basic Legal Principles and Regulations
(II.) Entry and Exit Control
(III.) Concerning Residence and Accommodation
(IV.) Transportation
(V.) Shopping, Traveling, Entertainment and
Other Consumer Activities
(VI.) Concerning Medical Treatment
(VII.) Intellectual property protection of the
Olympic logo
(VIII.) Special Notes
The group, Human Rights in China
(http://hrichina.org) has translated the document into English from the Chinese original
on the official Web site of the Beijing 2008
Olympic Games (http://www.beijing2008.
cn). At press time, no official English translation has been issued by BOCOG.
The Guidelines are at once specific and
vague. For instance, there are specifications of what a foreigner should do “if he
or she gets ill (such as diarrhea or vomiting)
after eating or drinking at a restaurant or
other establishments” but when addressing
areas prohibited for travel within China the
answer is a vague: “Not all parts of China
are presently open to foreigners. Foreigners
without the appropriate permission should
not travel to prohibited areas.” There is
no indication which areas are prohibited
(although one could reasonably assume that
one such area is Tibet).
Following is a sampling of the 57 questions addressed in the Guidelines.

Entry and Exit Control

8. Which categories of foreigners are
not permitted to enter China?
(1) Those who have been deported
from China with stipulations that they are
forbidden to enter China for a fixed number
of years;
(2) Those who are believed to potentially
engage in terrorist, violent, or subversive
activities after entering China;
(3) Those who are believed to potentially
engage in smuggling, narcotic trafficking, or
prostitution after entering China;
(4) Those who are suffering from a mental disorder or insanity, sexually-transmitted
disease, or an infectious disease such as
active tuberculosis;
(5) Those who cannot guarantee they
have the money necessary for expenses
during their time in China;
(6) Those who are believed to potentially
engage in other activities that may harm the
national security and interests.
13. What items are prohibited from
being brought into China?
(1) Weapons, simulated weapons, am-

munition and explosives;
(2) Counterfeit currency or negotiable
securities;
(3) Items which may harm China’s political affairs, economy, culture, or morals, such
as publications, undeveloped film, pictures,
recordings (music), movies, cassette tapes,
videotapes, laser discs, computers, etc;
(4) Deadly poisons;
(5) Addictive narcotics and psychotropic
substances, including opiates, morphine,
heroin, and marijuana;
(6) Animals, plants, or other produce
which carry harmful germs, pests, or other
dangerous organisms;
(7) Food, pharmaceuticals, or other
items which can hinder the health of humans
or animals, which come from epidemic
areas or which can disseminate infectious
diseases.
15. Can foreigners bring pets into
China?
Every traveler is restricted to one animal, either a cat or dog, per entry. The cat
or dog must pass through quarantine and
inspection before entering China.

Concerning Residence and
Accommodation

22. May one sleep in public areas in
cities?
In order to maintain public hygiene and
the civilized appearance of urban areas,
sleeping in airports, bus or train stations,
docks, sidewalks (including overpasses
and underground walkways), green areas in
the city, and other public places is strictly
prohibited.

Shopping, Traveling, Entertainment
and Other Consumer Activities

31. How does one complain if he or
she gets ill (such as diarrhea or vomiting)
after eating or drinking at a restaurant,
or other establishments?
The incident should be reported to the
health supervising department; if quality of
food is poor, a complaint may be made to
the local consumer protection association.
A request may also be made for the Industry
and Commercial Administration to inspect
the suspect restaurant or establishment.
32. Is all of China open to foreigners
for travel?
Not all parts of China are presently
open to foreigners. Foreigners without the
appropriate permission should not travel to
prohibited areas.
35. What are China’s main public
places of entertainment?
Public places of entertainment, including
[sic] include nightclubs, dance clubs, erotic
dance clubs, karaoke bars, discos, arcades
etc, are open to the public as places of business for patrons to enjoy themselves.
36. What are the regulated business
hours for places of entertainment?
Public places of entertainment are not
permitted to operate between the hours of
2:00 am and 8:00 am.

By Albert Leung, Staff Writer

“When I first went
to visit my brother in
China about five years
ago, I opened up the door
to a taxi and threw my
stuff into the backseat.
The taxi then just took
off with my stuff in it,”
said David Lindeman,
creator of the travel Web
site KangerNova.com.
“I had to run and chase
it down.”
Through that experience and others, Minnesota-native Lindeman
was inspired to create a
Web site devoted to sharing his knowledge
and best practices in communicating and
interacting within the Chinese culture.
With the upcoming Olympic Games in
Beijing, Lindeman launched Kangernova.
com in May 2008 hoping it would help
would-be travelers avoid all the mishaps that
he has experienced from his many visits to
the country over the past few years.
“I wanted to capture my experiences in
China through simple video [clips],” said
Lindeman. “I was able to shoot all the video
during my last visit at the end of 2007.”
Lindeman managed to create the Web
site and all the videos alone despite working
fulltime for the University of Minnesota’s
IT department.
“This is a completely solo project. It’s
been quite the journey,” Lindeman lamented. “Video is kind of my expertise at work.
But now I am learning how to market the
Web site and do things like search engine
optimization so it is at the top of Google
searches.”
Creating Kangernova.com alone brought
on some challenges during the process.
Lindeman, for one, had a language barrier to overcome while shooting footage
for his video tutorials. Only able to speak

a few phrases in Chinese,
Lindeman had to rely on
other methods to get his
random subjects to agree to
participate.
“I asked my brother to
type a phrase in Chinese in
my cell phone so I could ask
people if they would be willing to participate. People I
encountered seemed to be
really receptive and friendly
when I approached them,”
Lindeman explained.
While shooting footage
to teach travelers how to nab
a cab ride in Beijing, Lindeman decided to waive down the first taxi that
he came across on the street. He pointed to
his camera hoping the cab driver knew he
was intending to shoot footage.
The driver seemed to understand Lindeman’s intent and he climbed in. Unfortunately, the cab ride did not last as long as
he anticipated.
“When I got into the cab, I just pointed a
random place on the map. I thought it would
take a while to get there but the cab driver
got us there really fast. I had to ask him to
[keep] circling around.
“I had the driver circle around a few
times and when I had enough footage,
I asked him to bring me back to where
he picked me up. I’m sure he was really
confused. I left him a good tip,” Lindeman
recalled.
Web site visitors can also purchase video
language tutorials that teach basic phrases.
The whole tutorial set contains about 300
lessons and costs US$30. The videos are
playable on most video-enabled devices
such as iPods.
Lindeman hopes to further develop
Kangernova.com to also include information about traveling in Shanghai in time for
the upcoming World’s Fair Expo in 2010.

Special Notes

55. Are rallies, demonstrations, or
protests permitted?
To hold a rally, demonstration, or protest, one must apply to do so at the Public
Security Office in accordance with law.
Without permission, one may not hold
a demonstration or conduct any related
activities.
Anyone who instigates or plans an illegal
rally, demonstration, or protest and does not
listen to orders to stop such activities, shall
be administratively sanctioned or criminally
punished in accordance with law.
The full text of the Legal Guidelines for
Foreigners Entering, Exiting and Staying in
China during the Olympics can be found at
the following Web sites:
Chinese document source: http://www.
beijing2008.cn/news/official/bulletin/official/n214387789.shtml
English translation prepared by Human
Rights in China: (Date: June 2, 2008)
http://hrichina.org/public/PDFs/PressReleases/Legal-Advisory-04Jun08-Guidelines-Translation.pdf 

47. In cultural, sports, or other largescale mass activities, can slogans, banners, or other items be displayed?
China forbids the display of insulting
slogans, banners, and similar items in sports
venues, and forbids the display of any religious, political, or ethnic slogans or banners
in Olympic stadiums.
Advertisements must be genuine and
lawful and not misleading and deceitful.
However, in Olympic stadiums, in the
absence of permission from the International Olympic Committee and the Beijing
Olympic Organizing Committee, any form
of commercial advertising or any commercial advertising slogans, banners, or similar
items are prohibited.
50. How should one deal with a person
who is drunk?
If a person who is drunk poses a threat
to himself/herself, another person, or the
general public, public security authorities should adhere to safety measures and
restrain the person who is drunk until he/
she is sober.
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Track the winners: Medal charts

A total of 302 gold medals will be awarded in the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing Aug. 8-24. Using the
charts, track the medal winners by country and by event.

Number of Medals by Country
Country

Gold

Silver

Bronze

China
United States

Do you look forward to the track and field events? Can’t wait to see the gymnasts tumbling, or the swimmers
gliding through the water? Track the winners of your favorite events here.

Medals by Event
Event

Gold

Silver

Bronze

www.chinainsight.info

events

Minnesota High
Tech Association &
Minnesota Trade
Office announce
Mission to China
The Minnesota High Tech Association (MHTA) and Minnesota Trade Office
(MTO) are jointly organizing a business
development mission to Shenzhen and
Hong Kong to provide Minnesota’s high
tech companies an opportunity to explore
business prospects in two of China’s most
important and fastest growing cities. The
delegation, co-chaired by Kate Rubin,
MHTA President, and Tony Lorusso, MTO
Executive Director, will attend China’s
top trade show for the high tech industry
(China Hi-Tech Fair), visit local technology companies, meet with government
officials and industry trade associations,
obtain market and industry presentations,
and more. In addition to attending the trade
fair in Shenzhen, the delegation will visit
Hong Kong to acquire market and industry
information and to meet business contacts
in this dynamic market.
The goals of the mission are to acquire
firsthand market and industry information regarding China’s high tech sector;
obtain valuable business contacts; explore

opportunities for technology exchanges
and partnerships; and promote Minnesota
exports to China.
The Mission will take place Oct. 10-16,
2008. More information and applications
are available on the MTO Web site at www.
exportminnesota.com by clicking on the
MHTA/MTO Mission to China icon. Applications must be received by the Minnesota
Trade Office no later than close of business
on July 31, 2008.
Applications can be submitted by mail
to Minnesota Trade Office, 332 Minnesota
Street, Suite E200, St. Paul, MN 55101; by
fax at 651-296-3555; or by e-mail to li.king.
feng@state.mn.us.
Questions can be directed to Tony
Lorusso at the Minnesota Trade Office by
phone at 651-259-7489 or by e-mail at Tony.
Lorusso@state.mn.us.
Information about Minnesota High Tech
Association can be found online at www.
mhta.org. Information on the China Hi-Tech
Trade Fair is also available online at www.
chtf.com/english. 

Sun Gallery exhibits
the work of Lampo
Leong
S u n
Gallery
Chinese Art
& Antiques
in Minneapolis
presents an
exhibition
of the paintings and
calligraphy
Lampo Leong
of master
artist Lampo Leung. A leading contemporary artist, Leong’s work is compelling,
gripping and challenging. Currently the
Chair of the Art Department at the University of Missouri-Columbia, Professor Leong
has countless solo and group exhibitions
worldwide, and won numerous international
awards. His works are included in many
museum collections, such as the Cantor
Center for Visual Arts at Stanford University, Asian Art Museum of San Francisco,
the Minneapolis Institute of Arts; his works
have also been commissioned for many public and corporate settings in San Francisco,
Florida, Indonesia, China and Japan.
The exhibit will run from July 16
through Sept. 15. There will be a reception
with Leong on Wednesday , July 16 at 6-8
p.m. Gallery hours are 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
or by appointment Thursday, Friday and

Saturday. Sun Gallery is located at 4760
Grand Avenue South in Minneapolis. For
more information about Sun Gallery, visit
the Web site at www.sungallery.blogspot.
com, e-mail SunGallery@gmail.com or call
612-822-6388. 

Sunset Pont by Lampo Leong

Lampo Leong photograph inspired by
nature
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North American Translations

Your one-stop source for precise technical translations between Chinese and English.
We specialize in legal, financial,
engineering and medical translation work.
Our high-quality serice is competitively priced. Contact us
today to get your free quote.

Phone: 612-799-5415
Fax: 612-643-3498
Email:
info@natranslations.com
http//www.natranslations.com

Fred and Jennie
Hsiao celebrate
50th Anniversary

Fred and Jennie Hsiao
In addition to the many accomplishClosing remarks were then offered by
ments and awards that Fred Hsiao has gar- Fred and Jennie and the gathering couldn’t
nered over his illustrious career, Fred and resist the traditional clinking of their glasses
his wife, Jennie Hsiao, recently celebrated to generate the customary response.
their 50th wedding anniversary along with
The celebration of these milestones
Fred’s 90th birthday. The celebration took continues to add to the accomplishments
place at Jun Bo restaurant in Richfield, Min- that Fred has achieved which includes being
nesota and the banquet dinner was attended recently recognized as Chinese Minnesotan
by approximately 300 guests
of Note by the Chinese Heritage Foundation
The celebration began with guest reg- and awards from the business community:
istration and an opportunity to make an MAMC-UM Contractor of the Year, 2007
entry into a scrapbook. After all guests International Immigrant Achievement
were seated, the Hsiao family was lead Award, MMSDC Supplier of the Year. Fred
into the banquet hall with a lion dance that and the family have also been featured in
was followed with performances by the Ha Twin Cities Business, Minneapolis-St. Paul
Family.
Business Journal Special Report on Power
The gathering was welcomed by Shih- Families as well as being featured in Finance
Pau Yen (Chinese) and Howell Shaw (Eng- & Commerce.
lish) and a program of entertainment was
In addition to such awards Fred and
provided beginning with a poem recitation Jennie have been very generous in their
by Jennie’s brothers and sisters. JC and Li support of the Chinese community with
Ming Wong, dressed in traditional apparel, their involvement in organizations such
performed a Hunan folk drama, Gao Hong as the Chinese American Association of
played some classical Chinese music on Minnesota, University of Minnesota China
the pipa and the Ha Family sang several Center, Chinese Senior Citizens Society,
songs.
Chinese American Business Association of
During the dinner and throughout the Minnesota and U.S. China Peoples’ Friendcelebration, a video presentation on their ship Association. And if this wasn’t enough,
50 years together was played as a pictorial they have also been known to fund and supjourney for the guests to view.
port many projects in China.
After dinner Fred and Jennie made sure
We congratulate Fred and Jennie in
they visited each table to share a toast with achieving these milestones and wish them
all of their guests.
many more years of good health and enjoyAs the evening drew to a close, remarks ment. They certainly have already enjoyed
were made by Weiming Lu, Margret Wong, success and we appreciate their sharing this
Walter Graff and Ivy Chang.
with all of us. 
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U of M Carlson School’s China
Executive MBA Program is ranked No. 1
Joint EMBA Program in China
For the third time, the University of
Minnesota Carlson School of Management’s
China Executive MBA program was ranked
the No. 1 Joint Executive MBA (EMBA)
Program in China. The 2008 ranking of the
most influential EMBA programs in China
was performed by more than 10 Chinese
media organizations including Brand Times
International, a major media conglomerate in China, and EMBA times, a flagship
online portal for Executive MBA programs
in China.
The annual ranking was based on market
reputation, evaluation from graduates, and
operational characteristics, as well as the
voting rates on www.EMBAtimes.com. The

Carlson School’s China Executive MBA
Program also received first-place awards for
“Top EMBA Program with Global Vision”
and “Top EMBA Program Highly Ranked
by Graduates” in the ranking.
The media recognized the Carlson
School program because its maturity and
development are well recognized by the
Chinese business community and wider society. Additionally, many graduates consider
their study experiences in the program to be
among the most rewarding decisions and
greatest investments they have made.
The Carlson School partners with Lingnan (University) College of Sun Yat-sen
University to offer the degree. Each gradu-

ate receives a degree from the Carlson
School of Management at the University
of Minnesota.
“The China Executive MBA program
gives students a solid understanding of
Eastern and Western business practices
and opportunities to work with a diverse
group of peers and top international
faculty,” said Anne D’Angelo King, assistant dean of the Office of International
Programs.
“Through this rigorous, joint program,
the China Executive MBA students gain
the skills and knowledge they need to
manage complex international business
challenges,” said Michael Houston, as-

sociate dean of International Programs. “The
program is tailored to the dynamic business
environment of the South China region and
designed to examine senior management
practices in the context of a global economy
undergoing technological, political and social
changes.”
The Carlson School’s China Executive
MBA program launched in 2001 and has graduated six cohorts of students. Students take
16 courses over 16 months and participate in
a two-week residency in Minneapolis, where
they visit Fortune 500 companies. Students
participate in a virtual team project with their
peers at other Carlson School Global Executive MBA programs in Vienna, Warsaw and
Minneapolis.

U of M part of distance learning
memorandum
The American Distance Education Consortium (ADEC), a non-profit organization
composed of approximately 65 state universities, including the University of Minnesota, land-grant colleges and international
affiliates, and the President of the Chinese
Central Agricultural Broadcasting Television School (CABTS), the largest distance
education organization in the world, signed
a cooperative agreement Tuesday, April 22
at the Hilton Hotel, Minneapolis.
The signing was part of ADEC’s annual
meeting, scheduled April 21-23. The Chinese CABTS President, Zeng Yichun was
joined by Jan Poley, ADEC president and
CEO, to sign the memorandum of understanding and foster additional relationships
for distance learning opportunities.
“This agreement will create enormous

opportunities for the University of Minnesota and for all the land grant university
members of ADEC,” said Robert Rubinyi,
Extension professor who helped create the
CABTS relationship. “United States and
Chinese faculty and staff will be able to
work together on joint content development
projects and educational research studies in
both countries.”
“A 1,000-mile journey begins with one
step,” said Zeng, explaining that this signing will lead to a long-lasting relationship
between ADEC and CABTS.

About ADEC

ADEC is a non-profit distance education
consortium composed of approximately 65
state universities and land-grant colleges.
The consortium was conceived and developed to promote the creation and provision

China Center
facilitates
collaboration
between law
schools
University of Minnesota Law School
dean Fred Morrison and China Center director Yongwei Zhang visited the Renmin
University of China on June 20. They had
a productive meeting with the administrators and faculty at the Law School: dean
Wang Liming, executive associate dean Han
Dayuan, assistant to the dean Shi Jiayou, and
three other faculty and staff members. The
group discussed a U of M Law School proposal of holding a summer J.D. program at
Renmin University. A preliminary consensus was reached and an agreement between
the two law schools will signed in the near
future. Zhang and Morrison also met with

Ms. Cheng Xin and Ms. Zhang Damiao of
the Department of International Exchanges
at Renmin University. 

China Center director Yongwei Zhang (second from L) and U of M Law school dean
Fred Morrison (third from L) with Renmin
University representatives.

of high quality, economical distance education programs and services to diverse
audiences, by the land grant community
of colleges and universities, through the
most appropriate information technologies available.

About CABTS

CABTS, is the largest distance education organization in the world, with a five
level teaching and learning system that
provides both teaching enhancement as
well as direct information and education
for farmers and rural residents in China.
CABTS has 2509 training centers around
China and 46,000 tutors stationed in townships and villages in agricultural production areas of the country. 

Caption: U.S. and Chinese officials gather
for a photo after the signing. U of M’s Robert
Rubinyi is third right, back row.

Curiosity Camp,
Destination: China
Program Overview

Ni hao! By mid-August as the world
is captivated by the 2008 Olympics in
Beijing, China, take a close look at the
world’s most populous country and its
increasing role in global economics and
politics. Spend the day at the University
of Minnesota’s new Confucius Institute
and immerse yourself in all things China
during this Camp. Start the day by hearing from the director of the University of
Minnesota’s China Center, Dr. Yongwei
Zhang, about the current state of education
in China, and the University’s efforts towards building a relationship with Chinese
institutes of higher learning. Next, engage
in some armchair travel with Joan Brzezinski, assistant director of the China Center
as she shares her experiences traveling
to China over 25 times and discusses her
favorite locales and travel tips. She also
will provide some enlightening perspectives on Chinese society.
After lunch, Seth Werner, instructor for
the University’s Carlson School of Management, will discuss how more and more
of the goods that we purchase and use are

made in China, and what this means for the
future of both the Chinese and the United
States economies. Finally, immerse yourself
in glorious Chinese ceramics at the Weisman
Art Museum. Art history professor Robert
Poor will discuss the history of Chinese export
porcelain, which was admired by Marco Polo,
collected by Sultans and European Royalty,
and graced the tables of George and Martha
Washington. This is a rare chance to see
works that are not normally on view, and to
examine these precious artifacts up close with
the guidance of an expert. You will leave this
Camp with a better understanding of China,
a country that is at once dynamic and ancient,
modern and traditional, foreign and friendly.
The course will be held on Aug. 13 from
9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. It will be held at the
Confucius Institute, 331 17th Avenue SE,
Minneapolis. Individuals can enroll in this
Curiosity Camp through the University of
Minnesota College of Continuing Education.
The fee is US$125 to enroll. The course
number is CC 0146 Sec 001, Event ID:
181602 Call 612-624-4000 or go online to
enroll at http://register.cce.umn.edu/Course.
pl?sect_key=181602. 
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China’s Power and
Energy…A Troubled
Economic
Powerhouse?

State manufactured
exports surge to
record US$16.2
billion

By Greg Hugh, Staff Writer

Minnesota’s manufactured exports
soared to a record US$16.2 billion in 2007,
growing by nearly US$1 billion or 6.5 percent over the previous year, according to
figures released May 19 by the Minnesota
Department of Employment and Economic
Development (DEED).
With the exception of computers and
electronics, all major manufacturing sectors in the state increased exports during
the year – many of them to record levels.
Computers and electronics, while declining
by nearly 9 percent last year, remains Minnesota’s largest export category, accounting
for US$4 billion or about one-fourth of the
state’s sales in 2007.
Among all states, Minnesota ranked 20th
in 2007 in sales of manufactured goods to
foreign countries.
“Manufactured exports are crucial to
the health of Minnesota’s economy,” said
DEED Commissioner Dan McElroy. “They
are responsible for nearly 127,000 jobs in
the state, including industries such as transportation and logistics that are key sectors in
delivering products to export markets.”
Canada remains the state’s largest export
partner, accounting for more than US$4.3
billion in sales last year, a 21 percent increase from the previous year. Rounding
out the top five were China, including Hong
Kong (US$1.13 billion), Ireland (US$1.11
billion), Japan (US$786 million) and Germany (US$769 million).
Russia made the biggest leap among
the state’s export markets, jumping from
38th in 2006 to 18th last year, spending
US$217 million for Minnesota manufactured products.

The preceding headline was the topic of
the June U.S.-China Business Connections
(UCBC) meeting attended by a standing
room only group.
The presentation was delivered by Warren Vollmar, President, Forest Source, Inc.

Warren Vollmar
At the beginning of his presentation,
Vollmar noted that China is at a crossroads
regarding creating an infrastructure for its
power and energy needs. It faces many
conflicts with its need for energy vs. development, development vs. the environment,
environment vs. energy, rural vs. urban,
energy costs vs. social costs, food vs. fuel,
cheap energy vs. reliability and alternative
energy vs. cheap energy.
These conflicts can be attributed to
China’s meteoric rise resulting in the second
highest use of energy in the world and it
is estimated that vehicle use by 2020 will
exceed the United States. In 2006 China
consumed 7.4 million barrels of oil per day
of which 46 percent was imported and it
is estimated that it will need to import 80
percent of its oil by 2020.
Because of this growth, 70 percent of
China’s economic output is from heavy
industry, and the country is faced with the
need to urbanize. It plans for 400 new cities
by 2040 that each will have over 500,000
people and needs to move over 600 million
people. Current energy growth exceeds
GDP by 1.2-1.4 percent
Unfortunately, 70 percent of China’s
energy comes from coal which saw demand
double from 2000 to 2006. It is estimated
that China has half of the world’s coal-fired
plants and will boost CO2 worldwide by 14
percent. According to Vollmar, half of all
coal plants built 2001 to 2005 were small,
inefficient and polluting: making China the
largest polluter of CO2. Besides rolling
blackouts in the south and southeast, people

in China are suffering devastating health
consequences.

Vollmar also discussed China’s Development Plans for 2020 that includes a goal
to quadruple 2000 GDP of US$1.8 trillion,
double energy production, increase per capita GDP from US$850 (2000) to US$3,000
and attain “Three Transcendences”: Sustainable Development, Peaceful Rise as a
Great Power and Rule of Law: Harmonious
Socialist Society.
China also plans to implement an aggressive environmental plan with a goal of
a 20 percent reduction in energy intensity by
2010 and produce 15 percent of all energy
from renewable resources by 2010. It is also
seeking 36 MPG for passenger vehicles in
2008, to enact a national building code and
close many coal-fired plants by 2010.
The country also plans to quadruple
nuclear capacity to 40 GW by 2010. Nuclear
power is the third most important generation method after coal and hydropower,
and China is the third largest producer in
Asia after Japan South Korea according to
Vollmar.
In his closing remarks, Vollmar stated
that China’s energy situation is presenting
some great business opportunities for Minnesota companies that are limited only by
imagination. He proceeded to list the following categories as a few of these areas:
engineering and project management services; pollution control; healthcare products
and services; advanced, efficient building
materials; rapid transit systems; household
and commercial heating systems; inexpensive, efficient appliances and lighting;
electric and fuel efficient bikes and vehicles;
solar component engineering and production; and cellulosic biomass advances.
Forest Source, Inc. is a company that
focuses on helping the environment, rural
development and energy production and, according to Vollmar, the company manufactures wood pellets to replace home heating
fuels such as propane gas and fuel oil, or to
replace coal and natural gas used by utilities
and commercial operations. Wood pellets
are CO2 neutral, non-polluting, sustainable
and renewable alternative fuel resource. Mr.
Vollmar can be reached at 612-423-4672 or
via e-mail at WVollmar@hughes.net.

Topics for future UCBC meetings

The topic for the next meeting on July
9 will be Talking Through an Interpreter:
Communicating Effectively in China and
will be presented by Sheila LeGeros from
LeGeros International.
The topic for the meeting on Aug. 6,

2008 will be Fitting a Big Box in a Crowded
Country – Is China changing Wal-Mart or
is Wal-Mart Changing China? Dr. David
Davies from Hamline University will be
the speaker.
All of these presentations are breakfast
meetings that begin at 7:30 to 9:30 a.m.
at Minneapolis Community & Technical
College, 1501 Hennepin Ave., Wheelock
Whitney Hall, Rm. L3000, Minneapolis.
To make a reservation to attend any of
these meetings, e-mail ucbcevent@gmail.
com or call Jim Smith at (612) 865-6543.
The cost is US$20 per person (UCBC members and college students are FREE).

Russia, which increased its Minnesota
exports by US$185 million, was one of four
countries that expanded spending for state
products by at least US$100 million in 2007.
The others were Canada (up US$752 million), the Philippines (up US$127 million)
and Germany (up US$100 million).
“Minnesota has diverse and growing
markets around the world,” said Tony Lorusso, executive director of the Minnesota
Trade Office, the state’s official export promotion agency. “While 30 percent of our exports are sold in North America, another 30
percent are purchased by European Union
countries and 26 percent go to Asia.”
After computers and electronics, the
state’s other major export categories were
machinery (valued at US$2.6 billion),
transportation equipment (US$2.2 billion),
miscellaneous products including medical
devices (US$2.1 billion) and food products
(US$1.2 billion).
Transportation equipment grew the
most of any category, increasing US$374
million.
The most common method for exporting
state products was by airplane, accounting
for 46 percent of manufactured goods by
value, followed by road and rail (32 percent)
and ship (22 percent).
Texas led all states in manufactured exports last year, racking up US$158.1 billion
in sales (15.5 percent of the U.S. market),
followed by California (US$118.7 billion)
and Washington (US$57.3 billion). Overall
U.S. manufactured exports climbed 10.4
percent in 2007 to about US$1 trillion.
A more detailed export report is available online at www.exportminnesota.com/
itradestats.htm. 
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